...we care about your project, so get advice from real wood flooring experts, and let us join your design journey.
At Oggie we strive for excellence in everything we do:

Working with nature. Working with people. Creating exceptional products and delivering excellent service, so that you can choose a floor which suits your project.

Our focus is on craftsmanship and offering extraordinary products that will inspire our customers.

Oggie’s commitment to uncompromising service has led to a loyal client base including many of Africa’s leading architects, designers and property developers. Oggie are the largest importer of FSC oak flooring in Africa, and have designer showrooms in Cape Town, Sandton and Durban.

All flooring photographs are of actual Oggie products and installations.
...walls, floors and ceilings.
FSC is an independent, non-government, not-for-profit organisation established to promote the responsible management of the world’s forests.

Oggie is subjected to regular audits by SGS South Africa. SGS is the world’s leading inspection, verification, testing and certification company. SGS is recognised as the global benchmark for quality and integrity.

An FSC certification confirms that Oggie certified products have been sourced from certified and compliant manufacturing facilities.

All Oggie Oak floors have FSC 100% certification.
Wood is a living material and Oggie handles it with due respect. Advanced technology allows Oggie to carry out and monitor the entire production process (gluing, pressing, UV Oiling and shaping). Oggie is able to trace 100% all stages of production, guaranteeing quality and efficiency.

Our work processes maintain the traditions of genuine handiwork, combining them with highly modern technologies. Each plank is manually finished, planed, brushed, smoked, coloured, and measured by the most demanding standard of there is – the human eye.

No is not in the Oggie vocabulary, we develop customised solutions, like personalised colour nuances, custom sized wall panels; or hand crafted texture finishes.

The authenticity of craftsmanship cannot be matched by a machine.
Oggie offers quality, innovation and design, with over 200 oak options so you can have your perfect wooden surface. Innovative finishing techniques allow Oggie to offer extraordinary dimensions ranging in sizes from 190-410mm width and 1900-5000mm lengths. These FSC Oak floors have a 3mm to 6mm wear layer above the tongue in groove and are made with 10-20mm thick wood, including multiply construction.

The wide range of planks, with different characteristics offers interior solutions for every taste, style and desire. Sleek, contemporary, modern, classic or aged.

...a broad range of oak flooring or cladding
To see the full range of colour finishes, visit our showrooms, or log onto www.oggieflooring.com.

**Oak Patterns & Panels**

- **CHEVRON**
  - Available in any colour finish
  - Size: $15/4 \times 300 \times 1848$

- **HERRINGBONE**
  - Available in any colour finish
  - Size: $15/4 \times 122 \times 610$

- **HEXAGON**
  - Available in any colour finish
  - Size: $15/4 \times 435 \times 435$

- **VERSAILLES**
  - Available in any colour finish
  - Size: $15/4 \times 800 \times 800$

- **PLANK**
  - Available in any colour finish
  - Sizes:
    - $10/3 \times 190 \times 1900$
    - $15/4 \times 190 \times 1900$
    - $15/4 \times 220 \times 2200$
    - $20/6 \times 220 \times 2200$
    - $15/4 \times 260 \times 2200$
    - $20/6 \times 260 \times 2200$
    - $15/4 \times 305 \times 2550$
    - $20/6 \times 305 \times 2550$
    - $20/6 \times 400 \times 2550$
    - $20/6 \times 400 \times 5000$

- **VERSAILLES**
  - Available in any colour finish
  - Size: $15/4 \times 800 \times 800$
Oggie Flooring partners with WOCA Denmark, the world’s best wood care company. Decades of accumulated technical expertise have enabled WOCA Denmark to produce the best and strongest system of both finishing and maintenance wood care products. Wood products need be strengthened and stimulated to stay in the same condition as the day they were installed. By maintaining and rejuvenating the wood with natural penetrating oil that hardens deep inside the wood, it provides new life and energy.

Well-maintained wood keeps its natural ambience and beautiful appearance.

Producing environmentally friendly, ecological products for over 40 years, WOCA is focused around nature, from the way its penetrating oils are designed to protect and enhance the natural properties of wood to the impact that the manufacturing process and products could have on the environment.

Oggie Flooring are the exclusive stockists and suppliers of the WOCA Denmark range in Africa. Our finishing materials have been tested in-house, and you can schedule an on-site appointment for our wood care ambassadors to give you on-site advice on how best to maintain and care for your Oggie floors.

...Oggie cares about your floor
Our customers are our collaborators and our inspiration. We listen carefully to understand their aesthetic and practical needs, so we can provide the ideal solution.

Oggie provide a full spectrum of services from concept phase to after sales service, consultation for maintenance and repair issues.

This is what our clients say.

“Along with a good guarantee, Oggie have a wide range of lovely oak products. We have successfully used their pre-finished planks, and their unfinished ranges, which we specified mostly in residential homes for floors, cladding and once as a ceiling.”

Kylie Harborth - Moss Interiors

“Oggie provided the quality wood and technical support that we needed on this project, we enjoy dealing with them.”

Stefan Antoni SADTA Architecture and Design

“Not only does Oggie offer a great service but their product is of a very high standard. As an interior designer I have chosen to lay Oggie in my own home.”

Lauren King - 86 Design

“Oggie is always my preferred timber floor supplier. Fantastic quality, on trend and top notch service. They can generally accommodate a range of budgets. Best service I have from any of my suppliers.”

Fabian Architects

“I have known Nick for years, and have never received as much support and service from any other building supplier. There are simply never any problems with Oggie products. Nick never walks away from his products, he is not greedy and he has bent over backwards to assist me in the past. We have enjoyed the wide product range that Oggie carries.”

Lucille Cronje - Cecile & Boyd Design Studio
…delivering excellent service

Oggie is the largest importer of FSC oak flooring in Africa and have a large stock holding and an organised delivery structure.

Our goal is to simplify processes. We work with construction supervisors, architects, and designers to create aesthetically outstanding interiors, and we have installation teams all over the world and ranges to suite all budgets.

Oggie understands problem areas in construction projects, and are prepared for almost all eventualities. We have built strong partnerships with some of Africa’s leading property developers because we are able to offer reliable, and punctual delivery even to difficult-to-reach areas due to our experience, routines, and strategic planning.

Oggie Flooring partners with the worlds best wood care company and are the exclusive stockists of the prestigious WOCA Denmark range in Africa.